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Who Built America
“Gripping . . . Chang has accomplished the seemingly
impossible . . . He has written a remarkably rich, human, and
compelling story of the railroad Chinese.” — Peter Cozzens,
Wall Street Journal A groundbreaking, breathtaking history of
the Chinese workers who built the Transcontinental Railroad,
helping to forge modern America only to disappear into the
shadows of history until now From across the sea, they came
by the thousands, escaping war and poverty in southern
China to seek their fortunes in America. Converging on the
enormous western worksite of the Transcontinental Railroad,
the migrants spent years dynamiting tunnels through the
snow-packed cliffs of the Sierra Nevada and laying tracks
across the burning Utah desert. Their sweat and blood fueled
the ascent of an interlinked, industrial United States. But
those of them who survived this perilous effort would suffer a
different kind of death: a historical one, as they were pushed
first to the margins of American life and then to the fringes of
public memory. In this groundbreaking account, awardwinning scholar Gordon H. Chang draws on unprecedented
research to recover the Chinese railroad workers’ stories and
celebrate their role in remaking America. An invaluable
correction of a great historical injustice, The Ghosts of Gold
Mountain returns these “silent spikes” to their rightful place in
our national saga. “The lived experience of the Railroad
Chinese has long been elusive . . . Chang’s book is a moving
effort to recover their stories and honor their indispensable
contribution to the building of modern America.” — New York
Times
"Makes a reader feel like a time traveler plopped down
among men who were by turns vicious and visionary."—The
Christian Science Monitor The modern American economy
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was the creation of four men: Andrew Carnegie, John D.
Rockefeller, Jay Gould, and J. P. Morgan. They were the
giants of the Gilded Age, a moment of riotous growth that
established America as the richest, most inventive, and most
productive country on the planet. Acclaimed author Charles
R. Morris vividly brings the men and their times to life. The
ruthlessly competitive Carnegie, the imperial Rockefeller, and
the provocateur Gould were obsessed with progress,
experiment, and speed. They were balanced by Morgan, the
gentleman businessman, who fought, instead, for a global
trust in American business. Through their antagonism and
their verve, they built an industrial behemoth—and a country of
middle-class consumers. The Tycoons tells the incredible
story of how these four determined men wrenched the
economy into the modern age, inventing a nation of full
economic participation that could not have been imagined
only a few decades earlier.
"A cracking good story with a wonderful cast of rogues,
ruffians and some remarkably holy and sensible people."
--Los Angeles Times Book Review Before the potato famine
ravaged Ireland in the 1840s, the Roman Catholic Church
was barely a thread in the American cloth. Twenty years later,
New York City was home to more Irish Catholics than Dublin.
Today, the United States boasts some sixty million members
of the Catholic Church, which has become one of this
country's most influential cultural forces. In American
Catholic: The Saints and Sinners Who Built America's Most
Powerful Church, Charles R. Morris recounts the rich story of
the rise of the Catholic Church in America, bringing to life the
personalities that transformed an urban Irish subculture into a
dominant presence nationwide. Here are the stories of rogues
and ruffians, heroes and martyrs--from Dorothy Day, a
convert from Greenwich Village Marxism who opened
shelters for thousands, to Cardinal William O'Connell, who
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ran the Church in Boston from a Renaissance palazzo,
complete with golf course. Morris also reveals the Church's
continuing struggle to come to terms with secular, pluralist
America and the theological, sexual, authority, and gender
issues that keep tearing it apart. As comprehensive as it is
provocative, American Catholic is a tour de force, a
fascinating cultural history that will engage and inform both
Catholics and non-Catholics alike. "The best one-volume
history of the last hundred years of American Catholicism that
it has ever been my pleasure to read. What's appealing in this
remarkable book is its delicate sense of balance and its
soundly grounded judgments." --Andrew Greeley
An award-winning historian highlights the life and
contributions of the occasionally overlooked Founding Father,
describing Madison's push for the Constitutional Convention
and his co-authoring of the Federalist Papers, as well as his
founding of the nation's first political party. By the author of
The Summer of 1787. Includes two maps.
The year 2006 celebrates the 50th anniversary of the U.S.
Interstate System, the most incredible road system in the
world. Created by Dwight D. Eisenhower, whose WW II
experiences taught him the necessity of a superhighway for
military transport and evacuation in wartime, today's
Interstate System is what connects our coasts and our
borders, our cities and small towns. It's made possible our
suburban lifestyle and caused the vast proliferation of
businesses from HoJos to Holiday Inns. And if you order
something online, most likely it's a truck barreling along an
interstate that gets the product to your door. Written by
bestselling author Dan McNichol, The Roads that Built
America is the fascinating story of the largest engineering
project the world has ever known.
Who Built America? explores fundamental conflicts in United
States history by placing working peoples’ struggle for social
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and economic justice at center stage. Unique among U.S.
history survey textbooks for its clear point of view, Who Built
America is a joint effort of Bedford/St. Martin’s and the
American Social History Project, based at the Graduate
Center of the City University of New York and renowned for
its print, visual, and multimedia productions such as the
"History Matters" Web site. With vivid prose, penetrating
analysis, an acclaimed visual program, and rich documentary
evidence, Who Built America? gives students a thoughtprovoking book they’ll want to read and instructors an
irreplaceable anchor for their course.

A sweeping history of the legendary private
investment firm Brown Brothers Harriman, exploring
its central role in the story of American wealth and its
rise to global power Conspiracy theories have
always swirled around Brown Brothers Harriman,
and not without reason. Throughout the nineteenth
century, when America was convulsed by a
devastating financial panic essentially every twenty
years, Brown Brothers quietly went from strength to
strength, propping up the U.S. financial system at
crucial moments and catalyzing successive booms,
from the cotton trade and the steamship to the
railroad, while largely managing to avoid the
unwelcome attention that plagued some of its
competitors. By the turn of the twentieth century,
Brown Brothers was unquestionably at the heart of
what was meant by an American Establishment. As
America's reach extended beyond its shores, Brown
Brothers worked hand in glove with the State
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Department, notably in Nicaragua in the early
twentieth century, where the firm essentially took
over the country's economy. To the Brown family,
the virtue of their dealings was a given; their form of
muscular Protestantism, forged on the playing fields
of Groton and Yale, was the acme of civilization, and
it was their duty to import that civilization to the
world. When, during the Great Depression, Brown
Brothers ensured their strength by merging with
Averell Harriman's investment bank to form Brown
Brothers Harriman, the die was cast for the role the
firm would play on the global stage during World War
II and thereafter, as its partners served at the highest
levels of government to shape the international
system that defines the world to this day. In Inside
Money, acclaimed historian, commentator, and
former financial executive Zachary Karabell offers
the first full and frank look inside this institution
against the backdrop of American history. Blessed
with complete access to the company's archives, as
well as a thrilling understanding of the larger forces
at play, Karabell has created an X-ray of American
power--financial, political, cultural--as it has evolved
from the early 1800s to the present. Today, unlike
many of its competitors, Brown Brothers Harriman
remains a private partnership and a beacon of
sustainable capitalism, having forgone the heady
speculative upsides of the past thirty years but also
having avoided any role in the devastating
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downsides. The firm is no longer in the command
capsule of the American economy, but, arguably,
that is to its credit. If its partners cleaved to any one
adage over the generations, it is that a relentless
pursuit of more can destroy more than it creates.
Discover the incredible true story of the legends that
built an American empire The will to succeed defines
the greatness of men. Great men are forged through
a combination of social, economic, and political
conditions favoring both the individual and the
greater good. When the conditions are just right,
everybody wins. Yet when one interest trumps
another, somebody must lose. It is this juxtaposition
that defines history; either man can better his own
situation at the expense of others or improve
everybody's situation at his own expense. Character
is often built from the latter and can carry men
through the toughest of times. In fact, history shows
us that a little bit of grit and determination can go a
long way towards building something greater than
oneself. This is what makes men titans. In addition,
men must often think outside the box to accomplish
this greatness. In other words, greatness is achieved
by taking risks and by doing something different than
the everyday. It is this boldness that makes history.
Take a journey into the minds of men that created an
American empire. Would you risk it all to achieve
greatness? Learn how Cornelius Vanderbilt grows
from a steamboat entrepreneur to the head of a
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railroad empire. Discover the fascinating story of
how John D. Rockefeller built an oil monopoly.
Glimpse into the past where Andrew Carnegie built
an unstoppable steel industry. Observe how the
biggest titan in banking, JP Morgan, came to be a
tycoon of finance. Read how Nikola Tesla and
Thomas Jefferson powered our nation Each chapter
keeps you yearning for more! Scroll to the top and
click buy now.
Is planning for America anathema to the pursuit of
life, liberty and happiness? Is it true, as ideologues
like Friedrich Von Hayek, Milton Friedman, and Ayn
Rand have claimed, that planning leads to
dictatorship, that the state is wholly destructive, and
that prosperity is owed entirely to the workings of a
free market? To answer these questions Ian Wray's
book goes in search of an America shaped by
government, plans and bureaucrats, not by
businesses, bankers and shareholders. He
demonstrates that government plans did not damage
American wealth. On the contrary, they built it, and in
the most profound ways. In three parts, the book is
an intellectual roller coaster. Part I takes the reader
downhill, examining the rise and fall of rational
planning, and looks at the converging bands of
planning critics, led on the right by the Chicago
School of Economics, on the left by the rise of
conservation and the 'counterculture', and two
brilliantly iconoclastic writers - Jane Jacobs and
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Rachel Carson. In Part II, eight case studies take us
from the trans-continental railroads through the
national parks, the Federal dams and hydropower
schemes, the wartime arsenal of democracy, to the
postwar interstate highways, planning for New York,
the moon shot and the creation of the internet.
These are stories of immense government
achievement. Part III looks at what might lie ahead,
reflecting on a huge irony: the ideology which
underpins the economic and political rise of Asia (by
which America now feels so threatened) echoes the
pragmatic plans and actions which once secured
America's rise to globalism. achel Carson. In Part II,
eight case studies take us from the trans-continental
railroads through the national parks, the Federal
dams and hydropower schemes, the wartime arsenal
of democracy, to the postwar interstate highways,
planning for New York, the moon shot and the
creation of the internet. These are stories of
immense government achievement. Part III looks at
what might lie ahead, reflecting on a huge irony: the
ideology which underpins the economic and political
rise of Asia (by which America now feels so
threatened) echoes the pragmatic plans and actions
which once secured America's rise to globalism.
A history of the American Constitution's formative
decades from a preeminent legal scholar When the
US Constitution won popular approval in 1788, it was
the culmination of thirty years of passionate
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argument over the nature of government. But
ratification hardly ended the conversation. For the
next half century, ordinary Americans and statesmen
alike continued to wrestle with weighty questions in
the halls of government and in the pages of
newspapers. Should the nation's borders be
expanded? Should America allow slavery to spread
westward? What rights should Indian nations hold?
What was the proper role of the judicial branch? In
The Words that Made Us, Akhil Reed Amar unites
history and law in a vivid narrative of the biggest
constitutional questions early Americans confronted,
and he expertly assesses the answers they offered.
His account of the document's origins and
consolidation is a guide for anyone seeking to
properly understand America's Constitution today.
What happens when Americans lose their jobs? In
American Made, an illuminating story of ruin and
reinvention, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Farah
Stockman gives an up-close look at the profound
role work plays in our sense of identity and
belonging, as she follows three workers whose lives
unravel when the factory they have dedicated so
much to closes down. “With humor, breathtaking
honesty, and a historian’s satellite view, American
Made illuminates the fault lines ripping America
apart.”—Beth Macy, author of Factory Man and
Dopesick Shannon, Wally, and John built their lives
around their place of work. Shannon, a white single
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mother, became the first woman to run the
dangerous furnaces at the Rexnord manufacturing
plant in Indianapolis, Indiana, and was proud of
producing one of the world’s top brands of steel
bearings. Wally, a black man known for his initiative
and kindness, was promoted to chairman of
efficiency, one of the most coveted posts on the
factory floor, and dreamed of starting his own
barbecue business one day. John, a white machine
operator, came from a multigenerational union family
and clashed with a work environment that was
increasingly hostile to organized labor. The Rexnord
factory had served as one of the economic engines
for the surrounding community. When it closed,
hundreds of people lost their jobs. What had life
been like for Shannon, Wally, and John, before the
plant shut down? And what became of them after the
jobs moved to Mexico and Texas? American Made is
the story of a community struggling to reinvent itself.
It is also a story about race, class, and American
values, and how jobs serve as a bedrock of people’s
lives and drive powerful social justice movements.
This revealing book shines a light on a crucial
political moment, when joblessness and anxiety
about the future of work have made themselves
heard at a national level. Most of all, American Made
is a story about people: who we consider to be one
of us and how the dignity of work lies at the heart of
who we are.
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Whatever your favourite tipple, when you pour
yourself a drink, you have the past in a glass. You
can likely find them all in your own kitchen — beer,
wine, spirits, coffee, tea, cola. Line them up on the
counter, and there you have it: thousands of years of
human history in six drinks. Tom Standage opens a
window onto the past in this tour of six beverages
that remain essentials today. En route he makes
fascinating forays into the byways of western culture:
Why were ancient Egyptians buried with beer? Why
was wine considered a “classier” drink than beer by
the Romans? How did rum grog help the British navy
defeat Napoleon? What is the relationship between
coffee and revolution? And how did Coca-Cola
become the number one poster-product for
globalization decades before the term was even
coined?
An illustrated history of American innovators -- some
well known, some unknown, and all fascinating -- by
the author of the bestselling The American Century.
National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist From the
acclaimed, award-winning author of Alexander
Hamilton: here is the essential, endlessly engrossing
biography of John D. Rockefeller, Sr.—the Jekyll-andHyde of American capitalism. In the course of his
nearly 98 years, Rockefeller was known as both a
rapacious robber baron, whose Standard Oil
Company rode roughshod over an industry, and a
philanthropist who donated money lavishly to
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universities and medical centers. He was the terror
of his competitors, the bogeyman of reformers, the
delight of caricaturists—and an utter enigma. Drawing
on unprecedented access to Rockefeller’s private
papers, Chernow reconstructs his subjects’ troubled
origins (his father was a swindler and a bigamist)
and his single-minded pursuit of wealth. But he also
uncovers the profound religiosity that drove him “to
give all I could”; his devotion to his father; and the
wry sense of humor that made him the country’s
most colorful codger. Titan is a magnificent
biography—balanced, revelatory, elegantly written.
Offers a concise biographical dictionary of important
early American statesmen and leaders, from "Abigail
Adams" to "George Wythe," with additional entries
on key issues and events relevant to the formation of
the United States.
Which ethnic groups introduced the log cabin? The
front Porch? The sauna? Read about 22 different
ethnic groups including Native Americans, African
Americans, and Hawaiians who made significant
contributions that still influence the face of America.
Offers profiles of the men and women, past and
present, who have shaped American history, society,
and culture, in a who's who of American politics, arts,
science, religion, business, sports, and popular
culture.
A sweeping history of America's long and fateful
military relationship with the Philippines amid a
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century of Pacific warfare Ever since US troops
occupied the Philippines in 1898, generations of
Filipinos have served in and alongside the US armed
forces. In Bound by War, historian Christopher
Capozzola reveals this forgotten history, showing
how war and military service forged an enduring, yet
fraught, alliance between Americans and Filipinos.
As the US military expanded in Asia, American
forces confronted their Pacific rivals from Philippine
bases. And from the colonial-era Philippine Scouts to
post-9/11 contractors in Iraq and Afghanistan,
Filipinos were crucial partners in the exercise of US
power. Their service reshaped Philippine society and
politics and brought thousands of Filipinos to
America. Telling the epic story of a century of conflict
and migration, Bound by War is a fresh, definitive
portrait of this uneven partnership and the two
nations it transformed.
Barrels—we rarely acknowledge their importance, but
without them we would be missing out on some of the
world’s finest beverages—most notably whiskies and
wines—and of course for over two thousand years
they’ve been used to store, transport, and age an
incredibly diverse array of provisions around the globe.
In this comprehensive and wide-ranging book, Henry
Work tells the intriguing story of the significant and everevolving role wooden barrels have played during the last
two millennia, revealing how the history of the barrel
parallels that of technology at large. Exploring how
barrels adapted to the requirements of the world’s
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changing economy, Work journeys back to the barrel’s
initial development, describing how the Celtic tribes of
Northern Europe first crafted them in the first millennia
BCE. He shows how barrels became intrinsically linked
to the use of wood and ships and grew into a vital and
flexible component of the shipping industry, used to
transport not only wine and beer, but also nails,
explosives, and even Tabasco sauce. Going beyond the
shipping of goods, Work discusses the many uses of this
cylindrical container and its relations—including its
smaller cousin, the keg—and examines the process of
aging different types of alcohol. He also looks at how
barrels have survived under threat from today’s plastics,
cardboards, and metals. Offering a new way of thinking
about one of the most enduring and successful products
in history, Wood, Whiskey and Wine will be a must-read
for everyone from technology buffs to beverage
aficionados who wish to better understand that evasive
depth of flavor.
At last, an American history about working Americans:
what they thought, what they did, what happened to
them. Volume One takes us from conquest and
colonization through industrial expansion, the Civil War,
Reconstruction, and the Great Uprising of 1877
Contains primary source material.
Fascinating story of early American woodworking
enthusiastically describes and clearly illustrates a wide
array of axes, saws, planes, hammers, and other
implements used by frontiersmen. Over 200 drawings
and photographs.
Based on the original edition authored by Bruce
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Levine....[et al.] published in 1981.
How Slaves Built America delves into the history of how
slave labor helped build the US economy and many
historic structures, as well as how people benefited in
different ways from the practice of slavery. Features
include a timeline, a glossary, further readings, websites,
source notes, and an index. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Essential
Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.

How Blacks Built America examines the many
positive and dramatic contributions made by African
Americans to this country over its long history.
Almost all public and scholarly discussion of African
Americans accenting their distinctive societal
position, especially discussion outside black
communities, has emphasized either stereotypically
negative features or the negative socioeconomic
conditions that they have long faced because of
systemic racism. In contrast, Feagin reveals that
African Americans have long been an extraordinarily
important asset for this country. Without their
essential contributions, indeed, there probably would
not have been a United States. This is an ideal
addition to courses race and ethnicity courses.
"An eloquent and essential correction to
contemporary discussions of the American working
class."--The Nation From the ongoing issues of
poverty, health, housing and employment to the
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recent upsurge of lethal police-community relations,
the black working class stands at the center of
perceptions of social and racial conflict today.
Journalists and public policy analysts often discuss
the black poor as "consumers" rather than
"producers," as "takers" rather than "givers," and as
"liabilities" instead of "assets." In his engrossing new
history, Workers on Arrival, Joe William Trotter, Jr.
refutes these perceptions by charting the black
working class's vast contributions to the making of
America. Covering the last four hundred years since
Africans were first brought to Virginia in 1619, Trotter
traces black workers' complicated journey from the
transatlantic slave trade through the American
Century to the demise of the industrial order in the
21st century. At the center of this compelling, fastpaced narrative are the actual experiences of these
African American men and women. A dynamic and
vital history of remarkable contributions despite
repeated setbacks, Workers on Arrival expands our
understanding of America's economic and industrial
growth, its cities, ideas, and institutions, and the real
challenges confronting black urban communities
today.
Bold Endeavors is a compelling narrative of ten large
and transformative events in American history. It is
an absorbing journey through the past as we read
about determined national leaders -- Jefferson,
Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt, FDR, and Eisenhower -Page 16/18
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who found the will, steadiness, and political acumen
to make decisions that were often unpopular but that
proved to be visionary -- decisions that are the
building blocks of America's destiny. Rohatyn begins
with the diplomatic intrigues of the Louisiana
Purchase, which doubled the size of the country;
moves to the controversial construction of the Erie
Canal, which opened a water route to the West; then
continues to Lincoln's resolute support for the
transcontinental railroad, Land Grant colleges, and
the Homestead Act; documents the strategy -- and
ruthless determination -- that built the Panama
Canal; details the visionary and pragmatic politics
that allowed FDR to bring electricity to rural America
and use the Reconstruction Finance Act to help pull
the country from the grip of the Depression; captures
the foresight of national purpose which led to the G.I.
Bill, which propelled the nation forward; and
describes the creation of the interstate highway
system that modernized America. Bold Endeavors is
an urgent call for present-day action in this time of
grave national crisis. "The nation is falling apart -literally," Rohatyn warns. "America's roads and
bridges, schools and hospitals, airports and
roadways, ports and dams, water lines and air
control systems -- the country's entire infrastructure
is rapidly and dangerously deteriorating." To reverse
this catastrophic degeneration and create tens of
thousands of new jobs, Rohatyn offers a carefully
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reasoned and practical solution. Bold and
imaginative political leadership must use the power
and the resources of the federal government to
finance the rebuilding of the nation's infrastructure.
Rohatyn's page-turning case studies are precedents
for purposeful, resourceful, and tenacious leadership
that is necessary to accomplish both the rebuilding
of America and the country's emergence from its
present financial crisis. These bold endeavors from
the nation's past are instructive, a guide and an
inspiration for Americans today. If the nation is to be
rebuilt and its infrastructure renewed, if the country is
to emerge from the present economic crisis and
reclaim its position of unqualified strength and
leadership in world affairs, then it must be guided by
the vision, determination, and investments that
originally helped create a secure and prosperous
America.
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